
Our trained Chef Hernán Basso uses classical 
French techniques to create delectable dishes 
made from locally sourced natural ingredients 

found within Chile. Serving lunch and dinner, The 
Singular Restaurant’s menu is bountiful with fresh 

fish and seafood and prime non-caged meats all 
assembled with the creative touch of an artist.

5 Culinary creativity

The crown jewel is the roof top bar with two 
large terraces high above Chile’s capital and the 
historically important Santa Lucia Hill which 
played a key part in the formation of the City. The 
open air oasis features a 26 ft marble bar, outdoor 
dining tables and chaise lounges to soak up some 
city sun in between meetings. Indulge in specialty 
cocktails and gourmet snacks or just take in the 
awe-inspiring views of Santiago below.

4 Rooftop retreat 
overlooking

Santiago is a terrific walking city, especially the 
area surrounding The Singular. After a long day of 
exploring, guests can return to The Singular for a 
sumptuous spa experience in one of the multiple 

treatment rooms, including a couple’s massage 
room complete with private jacuzzi. A menu of 
13 different treatments including: four-handed 

massage, celtic foot massage, facials, shiatsu and 
thai massage all help to create physical, mental and 

spiritual harmony.

3 A city center oasis

Although the neighborhood is rich in history, The 
Singular Santiago was built brand new from the 
ground up providing guests the latest in hotel 
comfort, design and technology. Don’t worry, the 
hotel was carefully constructed to seamlessly blend 
into the vibrant neighborhood paying homage to 
the classic European style of nearby buildings.

2 Brand new building

The Singular Santiago sits in the heart of Lastarria 
neighborhood, Santiago’s cultural and artistic 

center. Museums, performing arts spaces, outdoor 
coffes, vintage book shops, public parks - all just a 

short safe walk in any direction from the hotel.

1 Location

10 REASONS
TO DISCOVER

SANTIAGO

As a family owned hotel, guests are treated as just 
that, family. The all-too-common check in counter 
is replaced with an intimate one-on-one seated 
registration experience. Clefs d’or concierges stand 
at the ready to put one of their many top secret 
connections to work. Room service is available on 
a moments notice 24/7. At The Singular Santiago, 
highly personalized service is paramount!

6 At your service

The Singular Santiago is inspired by classical 
European design and elegance. Comfortable 

spaces are meticulously appointed. Rooms are 
oversized with custom furnishings and high 

thread count fabrics. Bathrooms are overrun 
with white marble stretching from the vanity 
to the large soaking tub. From the front door 

to the rooftop and every inch in between, The 
Singular Santiago exudes a classic elegance that 

is pervasive throughout.

Chile is an incredible vibrant country that has 
experienced significant growth over the last few 
years. After spending a few days at The Singular 
Santiago go forth and explore the region. from 

a day trip to Valparaiso or the Wine valley to 
adventures farther afield such as Patagonia or 

the Atacama desert, The Singular Santiago is 
that warm, comfortable place where you rest 

your feet and get pampered before and after!

7 Classic elegance

9 South american hub

Chilean designer Enrique Concha created an 
inspiring and inviting environment that is pristine 
yet comfortable; elegant yet welcoming. Custom 
furnishings inspired by the classic European 
elegance of yesteryear mix well with modern 
accouterments and carefully selected art. The 
Singular Santiago is a luxurious retreat that earns 
the moniker as your “home away from home.”

8 Inspiring decor

10 Our meeting rooms

Reservations: santiagoreservas@thesingular.com - T. +56 2 2306 8810 - Monday to Friday from 08:30 hrs. to 06:00 hrs. - Chile

Book online

The architecture and design of our meeting rooms 
are the reflection of an intimate and elegant 
space for your private meetings. Big ideas come 
from “singular” spaces: Mulato Gil meeting room, 
Tajamares, Bellas artes y Forestal. Our cava it has 
capacity for 10 persons. Especially used for dinners 
and lunches. Besides our Rooftop Bar is considered 
one of the best terraces in Santiago.

www.thesingular.com                      
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